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of homologous transmembrane
proteins that form gap junction channels that allow direct
traffic of ions and cytoplasmic molecules between adjacent
cells. Direct intercellular communication has been found necessary to maintain tissue homeostasis, and some connexin
mutations have been clearly related to human diseases (16, 52).
The islet of Langerhans is considered to be the fundamental
functional unit for insulin secretion and glucose homeostasis.
␤-Cells secrete insulin and constitute ⬃80% of the mouse islet
of Langerhans inner mass. They are surrounded by three other
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types of endocrine cells localized at the periphery of the islet:
␣-cells, which produce glucagon, ␦-cells, which secrete somatostatin, and PP cells, which produce pancreatic polypeptides.
Gap junctions (25) and electrical coupling (11) have been
demonstrated between mouse islet ␤-cells. When glucose
changes within a physiological range (5–36 mM), it induces
synchronous oscillations in different cell parameters that occur
in phase within a single mouse islet; these include intracellular
electrical activity (26), interstitial potassium concentration (33,
32), interstitial calcium concentration (31), intracellular calcium concentration (39), and insulin secretion (38), which may
be coordinated by gap junctions.
In a previous study, we characterized the biophysical properties of gap junctional conductance (gj) recorded in isolated
pairs of freshly dissociated mouse ␤-cells under dual whole
cell voltage-clamp conditions (35). Dye coupling with Lucifer
yellow (LY) was not detected between cell pairs. In contrast, a
high percentage of the cell pairs studied (⬃70%) were found to
be electrically coupled with a gj of 215 ⫾ 110 (SE) pS, which
was not voltage sensitive. Although it was expected that this
small gj would be provided by a few gap junction channels
with unitary conductances similar to those characterized at that
time in other tissues (50 –120 pS), no single gap junction
channel currents larger than the noise limit resolution (20 pS)
were recorded during uncoupling induced by 2 mM octanol. To
explain those results, we had proposed that either the unitary
conductance of a single gap junction channel (␥j) between
␤-cell pairs is ⬍20 pS or intercellular channels between ␤-cells
gate with distinct kinetics than those recorded between cell
pairs isolated from other tissues. At that time, connexin-43
(Cx43) was the only connexin identified in rat islet cells by
imunofluorescence and RT-PCR studies (23, 24; see also
below). However, Cx43 channels in native (8, 34) and mammalian cell expression systems (29) were known to be voltage
dependent and permeable to LY and had a main ␥j of 110 pS.
Thus we proposed that gap junction channels in mouse ␤-cells
might express a different connexin than Cx43 (32, 35).
In agreement with this hypothesis, and after several other
connexins had been cloned during the past 10 years, molecular
studies have identified two other connexins in rodent islet cell
preparations [Cx45 (9) and Cx36 (40)]. In ␤-cells, reports on
the expression of Cx43 and Cx45 have been controversial.
Although Cx43 and Cx45 transcripts have been identified in
fluorescence-activated cell sorter purified rat ␤-cells and total
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288: E948 –E956, 2005. First published December 29, 2004;
doi:10.1152/ajpendo.00216.2004 —Connexin-36 (Cx36) is the only
gap junction protein that has been unambiguously identified in rodent
pancreatic ␤-cells. However, properties of gap junction channel unitary currents between ␤-cells remain unrevealed. To address whether
Cx36 forms functional channels in ␤-cells, we characterized biophysical properties of macro- and microscopic junctional currents recorded
from dual whole cell voltage clamp isolated pairs of dispersed mouse
␤-cells. Electrical coupling was recorded in 80% of cell pairs with a
junctional conductance (gj) of 355 ⫾ 45 pS (n ⫽ 20). Transjunctional
voltage dependence was identified in three of seven cell pairs with
high-input membrane resistances. Normalized steady-state gj (Gj ) and
transjunctional-voltage relation were well described by a two-state
Boltzmann equation [maximal conductance (Gmax) ⫽ 1.0, voltageinsensitive conductance (Gmin) ⫽ 0.3 and 0.28, voltage gating sensitivity (A) ⫽ 0.21 and 0.23, and voltage at which one-half of the initial
voltage-dependent conductance was reached (Vo) ⫽ ⫺85 and 87 mV
for negative and positive potentials, respectively]. Halothane reversibly uncoupled ␤-cell pairs, and, during recovery, unitary conductances of 5–10 pS were recorded while using patch pipettes containing
mainly CsCl. Although these properties are similar to those previously
described for Cx36 channels in mammalian cell systems, we found
that ␤-cell junctional currents were insensitive to quinine. Cx36
transcript and protein expression in islets and freshly dispersed cell
preparations was confirmed by RT-PCR and immunofluorescence. In
conclusion, biophysical properties of junctional channels between
␤-cells are similar but not identical to those previously described for
homomeric Cx36 channels. Cell type-specific mechanisms that may
account for these differences are discussed.
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METHODS

Pancreatic ␤-Cell Cultures
␤-Cell cultures were obtained by isolating CD1 mouse islets and
dissociating them as previously described (35). Cells were cultured for
8 –12 h in RPMI medium supplemented with 16 mM glucose, 10%
FBS, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 g/ml streptomycin (GIBCO
Laboratories) and were maintained in a 5% CO2-95% air incubator at
37°C for 6 –9 h before electrophysiological recordings and immunofluorescence studies.
Identification of Pancreatic ␤-Cells
Pancreatic sections and islet cells cultured for 8 –12 h were fixed in
70% ethanol at ⫺20°C for 20 min. After their preincubation in 2%
albumin Krebs Ringer saline (KRS) solution, pH 7.4, tissue sections
and cell cultures were incubated for 2 h with a specific guinea pig
antiserum against porcine insulin previously characterized (50) at a
dilution of 1:2,000. After several rinses, insulin-positive cells were
revealed by their incubation for 2 h with FITC-conjugated secondary
antibodies against guinea pig IgG used at a dilution of 1:100. To
estimate the fraction of ␤-cells, monochromatic digitized images of
three fields of islet cells cultured for 8 h (n ⫽ 3 cell cultures) selected
at random were acquired at both phase-contrast and fluorescence
microscopy at ⫻10 magnification. Images were analyzed for the
fraction of insulin-positive cells. To test for specificity of the antiinsulin antibody, pancreatic sections with endocrine and exocrine
acinar tissue were used as positive and negative controls, respectively.
In addition, fibroblasts were used as internal cell controls in islet cell
cultures grown for 36 h.
AJP-Endocrinol Metab • VOL

Identification of Cx36
Immunofluorescence studies. Cells were fixed in 70% ethanol at
⫺20°C for 20 min. After their preincubation in 2% albumin in KRS,
cells were incubated for 2 h with a specific affinity-purified polyclonal
antibody against a peptide of the carboxyl terminus of rat and mouse
Cx36 (37) at a 1:100 dilution. After several rinses, cells were exposed
to rhodamine-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG antibodies. For doublelabeling experiments, after cells were exposed for 2 h to anti-porcine
insulin antibodies and rinsed, they were incubated for 2 h with
anti-Cx36 antibodies. Binding of primary antibodies were revealed
with FITC- and rhodamine-conjugated secondary antibodies. The
same field of the section was analyzed sequentially under FITC and
rhodamine excitation filters. Monochromatic fluorescence-digitized
images at each excitation wavelength were acquired using a
Hamamatsu digital camera (ORCA) and Metamorph software (Universal Imaging, West Chester, PA). Images were pseudocolored and
color encoded to analyze for colocalization of both signals (data not
shown). To test for specificity of labeling for Cx36, the olfactory bulb
and the islet of Langerhans were used as positive control tissues.
Exocrine acinar cells from pancreatic sections were used as a negative
control.
RT-PCR studies. Islets and olfactory bulb were homogenized in
TRIzol-guanidinium thiocyanate, and RNA was isolated according to
the protocol provided by the manufacturer (Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD). Denatured total RNA (1 g) was subjected to cDNA
synthesis using the Superscript One Step RT-PCR kit system (Invitrogen). Taq polymerase, MgCl2, and KCl buffer concentrations were
used following the manufacturer’s directions. Oligonucleotide primers
(Life Technologies) were used at 200 ng in a 50-l final volume
reaction. The Cx36 oligonucleotides used were as follows: 5⬘-TGCAGCAGCACTCCAC TAGATTG(44 – 67), 5⬘-GTCTCCTTACTGGTGGTCTCTGTG (491– 468), and 5⬘-CATAGGCAGAGTCACTGGACTGAG (961–938), as previously designed by Guldenagel et al.
(15, 42). The protocol used included a predenaturation step at 90°C
for 2 min followed by a 55° C step for 35 min to generate cDNA. PCR
was carried out for 40 cycles using a thermal cycler as follows:
denaturing at 94°C for 15 s, annealing at 58°C for 30 s, and elongation
at 72°C for 1 min. For final extension, a 10-min step at 72°C was used.
RT-PCR products were separated in 1.5% agarose gel and visualized
with ethidium bromide. A low DNA mass ladder was used as standard
marker (Life Technologies). Control experiments included amplifications from RNA samples incubated in the presence of DNase I to
control for contamination of residual DNA (15). Negative controls
included reactions performed in the absence of RT before PCR
amplification and some in which water was added instead of RNA.
Controls also included detection of ␤-actin transcript using specific
oligonucleotides (15, 36), the amplicon mass of which differs from the
one amplified from genomic DNA, performed in parallel to detection
of Cx36 transcript.
Electrophysiology
Junctional conductance. Electrophysiological recordings of junctional (Ij) and nonjunctional (Inj) currents were carried out using the
dual whole cell voltage-clamp technique (Dual EPC-9; HEKA Elektronik, Lambrecht/Pfalz, Germany). Junctional currents (Ij) for each
cell pair were recorded during a “slow-frequency” pulse protocol
where hyperpolarizing 5-mV voltage steps of 300 ms were applied
alternatively to each one of the cells in a pair at 0.5 Hz. Along this
protocol, the membrane potential of both cells was maintained at 0
mV. The gj was calculated after dividing the Ij recorded in the
nonpulsed cell of the pair by the voltage applied to the pulsed one.
Patch pipettes were filled with a solution containing (in mM) 130
CsCl, 0.5 CaCl2, 10 HEPES, 10 EGTA, and 3 Mg2⫹-ATP at pH 7.2.
During recording, cells were kept at room temperature in a cesiumcontaining solution (160 mM NaCl, 7 mM CsCl, 2.0 mM CaCl2, 0.6
mM MgCl2, 5.0 mM CdCl2, 5 M TTX, 5.0 mM BaCl2, and 10 mM
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mouse pancreas by RT-PCR (9), their protein expression in
␤-cells has not been demonstrated. In addition, as for Cx43
(see above), no evidence has been found for the expression of
characteristic Cx45 homomeric unitary currents (28, 48) in gj
recordings from mouse ␤-cell pairs (35). Recently, transcription of Cx43 and connexin-45 (Cx45) was found to be restricted to the vascular compartment of the islets using different types of mice with connexins embedded with LacZ reporter
genes. Nonetheless, it remains to be investigated whether these
findings reflect a limitation in the sensitivity of the reporter
gene analysis resulting from very low levels of transcription of
Cx43 and/or Cx45 in ␤-cells or the actual absence of expression of these connexins in this cell type (47).
In contrast, Cx36 transcript and protein have been clearly
documented in rat (20, 40) and mouse (40) islets. In addition,
transcription of Cx36 has been localized to ␤-cells in Cx36LacZ embedded transgenic mice (47). Moreover, a correlation
between insulin content and Cx36 expression (22) as well as
modulation of insulin content induced by Cx36 (20) have been
found. Therefore, at the present time, Cx36 is considered to be
the major connexin expressed in ␤-cells. However, it remains
to be demonstrated if Cx36 forms functional channels in native
rodent ␤-cells. In the present work, we address this issue by
further characterizing the biophysical properties of gj recorded
from dual voltage-clamp freshly dispersed mouse ␤-cell pairs
in recordings with a higher signal-to-noise ratio. These properties are compared with those described for Cx36 channels
recorded from mammalian cell expression systems (1, 44, 46).
Our results show that the biophysical properties of gap junction
channels from mouse ␤-cells are similar, but not identical, to
those recorded from Cx36 channels in cell expression systems.
Cell mechanisms that may account for these differences are
discussed.
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using Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA). Statistical
analysis between the different parameter values was carried out using
a Student’s t-test, where P values ⬍0.05 were considered significant.
RESULTS

Cx36 Is Expressed in Freshly Dispersed ␤-Cell Pairs
To determine the enrichment of ␤-cells in our islet cell preparations at the same culture time than that used for electrophysiological recordings, immunocytochemical studies were performed. Most cells in cultures of 8 h were identified as ␤-cells
(90%) using a specific anti-porcine insulin antibody. Specificity of labeling was indicated by the negative staining of
fibroblasts found in islet cell cultures grown for 36 h (data not
shown) and by the staining of the islets but not of the exocrine
cells in pancreatic sections (Fig. 1C). To investigate whether
Cx36 protein was expressed in freshly dispersed ␤-cells, double labeling experiments were performed. After their incubation with the anti-insulin antibody, cells were exposed to a
specific affinity-purified polyclonal antibody against amino
acids of the carboxyl terminus of rat and mouse Cx36. Figure
1 shows that Cx36 was found in most ␤-cells cultured for 8 h
(Fig. 1, A and B), including cell pairs (Fig. 1, inset). Specificity
of labeling with the anti-Cx36 antibody was confirmed by
staining neuronal cell bodies and projections from the olfactory
bulb (Fig. 1E) and in vivo islet ␤-cells (Fig. 1D), but not cells
from the exocrine pancreas (Fig. 1D) used as positive and
negative controls (15, 40). To further document that our cell
preparation expressed Cx36, total RNA was isolated from
freshly isolated islets from adult mice and subjected to RTPCR using two different intron-spanning combinations of oligonucleotide primers against this connexin. Figure 1, right,
shows a photograph of a representative gel electrophoresis in
which Cx36 expected amplicons of 917 (a and b) and 447 (c
and d) bp were detected in lanes loaded with RT-PCR products
obtained from islets (a and c) and olfactory bulb (b and d)
RNA. In contrast, no bands were detected in reactions
performed in samples in which RT was omitted as well as in

Fig. 1. Identification of connexin (Cx)-36 in freshly dissociated ␤-cells. Left: digitized images of FITC (A, C, and E) and rhodamine (B and D) fluorescence
emitted by dissociated mouse islet cells cultured for 8 h (A and B) and a pancreatic tissue section (C and D). Images were obtained after islet cells and pancreatic
sections were double labeled with a guinea pig antiserum against porcine insulin (A and C) and an affinity-purified polyclonal antibody directed against a peptide
of the carboxyl terminus of rat and mouse Cx36 (B and D). Most freshly dissociated cells, including cell pairs, were identified as ␤-type (A) and express Cx36
(B). A negatively labeled cultured cell is indicated (*). Inset: amplified images of the cell pair shown in A and B. Specificity of both antibodies was indicated
by insulin and Cx36 staining of the islet (i) but not of exocrine acinar cells (C) in pancreatic tissue sections. Labeling of neurons from the olfactory bulb (E)
also confirms specificity of anti-Cx36 labeling. Right: photograph of a representative electrophoresis gel in which the expected Cx36 amplicons of 917 (a and
b) and 447 bp (c and d) were detected in lanes loaded with RT-PCR products obtained from islets (a and c) and olfactory bulb (b and d), but not in control
reactions (see text). mm, Molecular ladder. Calibration bars: A and B ⫽ 30 m; insets ⫽ 15 m; C–E ⫽ 50 m.
AJP-Endocrinol Metab • VOL
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HEPES, at pH 7.4). Cultured ␤-cells remained round between 6 and
9 h of plating. Cell pairs recorded were of a macroscopic similar size.
Slight cell size differences were compensated automatically by the
electronic adjustment of the capacitance circuit in both amplifiers.
Electrodes of 3–5 M⍀ before sealing and patch break were used to
reduce the interference of electrode resistance during gating. Series
resistance was electronically compensated up to 69% to eliminate the
voltage drop across the measuring electrodes and compensate equally
well for the junctional resistance than for the resistance of other
membrane channels (HEKA Elektronik). Data were simultaneously
digitized for recording on VCR tapes (Neurocorder 840; Neurodata
Instruments, New York, NY) and into a computer through the EPC9
AD/DA hardware system (HEKA). Traces were digitized at 11 kHz
and acquired at 1 kHz for analysis.
Transjunctional voltage dependence. Transjunctional voltage dependence of junctional channels was determined through the application of a series of voltage ramps to one cell while recording the
corresponding Ij in the other cell of the pair. The gj was calculated by
dividing the Ij obtained during the voltage ramp by the voltage ramp
values. Ramps had durations of 50 and 100 s with a slope of 0.5–1
mV/s and were applied through HEKA software. The resulting conductance was plotted against the applied transjunctional voltage.
Voltage gating parameters were determined after fitting the conductance curve to a single Boltzmann relation using Origin software
(Microcal Software, Northampton, MA). These parameters included
the voltage at which half of the initial voltage-dependent conductance
was reached (Vo), voltage-insensitive conductance (Gmin), maximal
conductance (Gmax), and voltage gating sensitivity (A).
Single channels. Single channel conductance was obtained during
long voltage steps applied to one cell of a pair. In all cases, cell pairs
were superfused with 1 mM halothane to reduce gj and record single
channel current events. These events were digitized at 1 kHz and
plotted at 500 Hz. Event histograms during long current recordings
were performed by measuring only transitions ⬎200 ms between
conductive states with a digitizing board (Summagraphics; GTCO,
Scottsdale, AZ) from currents plotted in chart recorder paper (Windograf 900; Gould Instruments Systems, Valley View, OH). A second
method used to determine single channel conductance was the analysis by all-points histograms of the Ij transitions in selected traces.
Traces were filtered through an eight-point Bessel low-pass filter
(Krohn-Hite, Cambridge, MA). Curve fitting was performed using
Origin software (Microcal Software), and Figs. 1–5 were prepared

GAP JUNCTION CHANNELS IN PANCREATIC ␤-CELLS

of four by reducing activity of most membrane channels using
specific pipette and external solutions (see METHODS) and using
halothane as the uncoupling agent. Halothane has been found
to increase the closing time but not the unitary conductance of
many gap junction channels (8). The effect of this drug on gj
from ␤-cell pairs had not been tested before. Figure 2 shows
representative Ij and Inj currents from one of the seven ␤-cell
pairs exposed to halothane. Cells were maintained at a holding
potential of 0 mV during the application of the slow-frequency
pulse protocol (see METHODS). Few seconds after adding 1 mM
halothane to the bath-superfusing solution, a transient small
increase in Ij and Inj was recorded in both cells from the pair
that mainly result from a transient increase in Ij. This change
was followed by a large reduction in Ij that rapidly approached
zero. This latter effect, known as gap junction chemical gating,
was fully reversible after the anesthetic was washed out,
demonstrating that gap junction channels between these cells
are sensitive to halothane.

ones in which RNA was replaced by water (data not shown).
Thus we conclude that freshly dispersed ␤-cell pairs express
Cx36.

␤-Cells Communicate through Gap Junction Channels with
a Very Small Unitary Conductance

Junctional Currents Between ␤-Cells Are Sensitive
to Halothane

During cycles of uncoupling induced by 1 mM halothane,
very small current transitions between conductive states or
between conductive and nonconductive states were recorded in
Ij despite membrane electrical noise. These transitions demonstrate that gap junction channels electrically communicate
freshly isolated mouse ␤-cell pairs. Figure 3A shows Ij and Inj
traces from one cell pair where transitions of the same duration
and opposite polarity were recorded during the application of a
junctional voltage (Vj) of 50 mV. Noise resolution level in Ij
was 0.2 pA. On top of the Ij traces, an expanded segment is
shown. The unitary gj was calculated using two methods. In the
first method, multiple current transitions were measured, and
all events were pooled into histograms where the mean ⫾ SE

Consistent with our previous findings (35), a high incidence
of electrical coupling was found in dual voltage-clamp whole
cell pairs (80% ⫽ 20 cell pairs); cell mean input resistance was
4.2 ⫾ 0.8 G⍀ and the mean gj was 355 ⫾ 45 pS (n ⫽ 20 cell
pairs). Results from our previous study (35) where octanol was
used as the uncoupling agent suggested that either the ␥j
between ␤-cell pairs was ⬍20 pS or their openings and
closings were distinct from other gap junction channels characterized at that time (see above). To discern between these
possibilities, we improved our signal-to-noise ratio by a factor

Fig. 3. Unitary current transitions between freshly dispersed mouse ␤-cell pairs yield small conductances. A:
current recordings from a cell pair under a dual whole cell
voltage clamp indicating small unitary transitions. The Ij
and nonjunctional currents (Inj) are presented to show that
the small transitions are undoubtedly gap junction channels.
Selected regions where junctional transitions are unambiguous, indicated by arrows, were expanded at the top to
determine unitary conductance. The all-points histogram at
right of the expanded current trace indicates that the differences between conductive states represent a junctional conductance (gj) of 6 pS. Noise resolution level in Ij was 0.2
pA. B: frequency histograms of pooled events. Top, all
transitions recorded from three different cell pairs, measured from 90 s of recordings of transjunctional currents
obtained during halothane application. Middle, events accumulated from five different cell pairs obtained when a
voltage pulse was applied to one cell but no gj was detected.
Bottom, distribution of junctional current events obtained
after subtracting all transitions recorded from the noiseassociated events.
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Fig. 2. Halothane reduces junctional currents in mouse ␤-cell pairs. Membrane
currents of a dual whole cell voltage-clamp pair of freshly dispersed mouse
␤-cells. Currents were recorded during the application of a voltage pulse
protocol shown at bottom. The junctional currents correspond to the upward
transitions in each trace. In control conditions, junctional current transitions
remained constant, but they were reduced during the application of halothane.
After halothane washout (1 min), junctional currents were again recorded,
indicating a reversible process of uncoupling.
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Gap Junctions from ␤-Cells Exhibited Weak
Voltage Dependence
In the past years, it has been shown that gap junction
channels formed by almost all connexins have specific voltage
sensitivity (6). Thus transjunctional voltage sensitivity is a
property that helps identify the connexin isotype present in a
junction. In a previous study, we had not detected transjunctional voltage dependence in gj recordings from isolated ␤-cell
pairs (35). However, it is possible that this nondetection resulted from the fast voltage/time rate of change of the applied
ramps (18 mV/s), which may have masked a slow voltage
dependence (see DISCUSSION). Therefore, in our present study,
we applied slow voltage ramps (1–2 mV/s) during 50 or 100 s
to one cell of the pair. In four out of seven cell pairs where
sustained high-input membrane resistance in both cells allowed
its study (mean ⫽ 4.2 G⍀), the relationship between Ij and Vj
was linear from ⫺100 to 100 mV, indicating a lack of
transjunctional voltage sensitivity. However, in three cell pairs,
junctional channels showed a clear, although weak, voltage
dependence. As shown in Fig. 4A, the transjunctional currents
for one of these cells increased monotonically during the first
part of the positive or negative ramps, but, after 30 s when
transjunctional voltages reached ⬃60 mV, the current decreased, approaching its minimum at 90 –100 mV. The nonlinearity of the Ij-Vj relation indicates the presence of voltagegated gap junction channels. Dividing the current traces shown
in Fig. 4A by the applied voltage ramp, we obtained the gj
along the ramp protocols. In Fig. 4B, we present the Gj
(normalized gj) and Vj relation from the cell pair shown above.
Because of the low signal-to-noise ratio, a robust dispersion of
points for Gj values was obtained for values close to 0 mV. The
digitized Gj values became smaller as the voltage increased.
The best fit for this change in conductance corresponds to a
two-state Boltzmann relation with the following parameters:
Gmax ⫽ 1.0, Gmin ⫽ 0.3 and 0.28, A ⫽ 0.21 and 0.23, and
Vo ⫽ ⫺85 and 87 mV for positive and negative voltage pulses,
respectively.
AJP-Endocrinol Metab • VOL

Fig. 4. Voltage gating of junctional channels between freshly isolated ␤-cell
pairs. A: transjunctional currents obtained during the application of a hyperpolarizing (left) or depolarizing (right) voltage ramp to the contiguous cell.
Note that the increment at low potential is linear for the first part, but, beyond
⫾50 – 60 mV, the current becomes smaller. B: all points represent the normalized Gj calculated from the curves shown in A that were obtained after dividing
the digitized junctional current-time curve by the transjunctional voltage ramp
applied at both polarities from 0 to ⫾100 mV. The initial potential for both
cells was 0 mV. The continuous line at each curve indicates the best fit for a
Boltzmann relation. Each half was adjusted independently.

Junctional Currents in Freshly Dispersed ␤-Cell Pairs Are
Insensitive to Quinine
Using deficiently coupled cells transfected with specific
connexins, it has been found that quinine selectively uncouples
gap junctions formed of Cx36 and Cx50 but not those formed
of Cx26, Cx32, Cx43, or Cx40 (43). When a ␤-cell pair was
exposed for several minutes to 1 mM quinine, no changes in gj
recordings were detected (Fig. 5C). Thereafter, gj was decreased by adding 2 mM halothane to the bath solution (data
not shown). Similar results were found in five other cell pairs.
As a positive control, we tested for quinine effects on gj of
N2A cells transfected with Cx50. In Fig. 5A, we show a gj
recording at the single channel level where Cx50 channels are
actively opening and closing at a transjunctional potential of 30
mV. Note that two open states are present with an estimated
conductance of 210 pS. Figure 5B shows that 1 mM quinine
rapidly reduces the activity of Cx50 channels. These results
strongly suggest that gap junction channels in ␤-cells are
insensitive to 1 mM quinine.
DISCUSSION

Previous characterization of microscopic properties of gj in
dual voltage-clamp isolated mouse ␤-cell pairs was prevented
by a relative low signal-to-noise ratio (20 pS) resolution (35).
In the present work, high-resolution signal-to-noise ratio recordings (5 pS) allow us to show for the first time the gap
junction unitary conductance recorded from pancreatic ␤-cells.
Unitary Conductance
Halothane uncoupling effects on gj in ␤-cells have not been
previously reported. Halothane completely suppressed gj. Before reaching gj ⫽ 0, we detected very small transitions
between two different conductive states. According to data
presented for other connexins, we presume that the ␥j calcu-
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was determined as shown in Fig. 3B. Figure 3B, top, represents
all the events measured from Ij traces recorded from three
distinct ␤-cell pairs while junctional channels were active
during the application of a transjunctional voltage pulse of 50
mV. The bin width was selected as 1 pA, which is half the
detection threshold resolution. A main peak was detected at
3.9 ⫾ 0.8 pS. Because of the reduced size of these currents, to
eliminate those events that corresponded to nonjunctional
membrane, an equal number of transitions was measured from
four cell pairs where Ij was not detected during the application
of a transjunctional voltage of 50 mV. The corresponding
histogram is shown in Fig. 3B, middle. The subtraction between total and nonjunctional histogram events is shown in
Fig. 3B, bottom, and yielded a ␥j of 5.1 ⫾ 0.7 pS. In the second
method, transjunctional current levels were digitized point by
point, and an all-points histogram was calculated. An example
of the latter is shown (Fig. 3A) at the right of the Ij expanded
trace, where a ␥j of 6 pS was calculated by subtracting the
mean of Gaussian distributions for each level. This value is not
significantly different from the one obtained using the digitizing method.

GAP JUNCTION CHANNELS IN PANCREATIC ␤-CELLS
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consistent with the few particles and small size of gap junctions
described in islet cells by cryofracture and electron microscopic studies (17, 25). It is also consistent with the value of
junctional resistance calculated from intracellular membrane
potential recordings obtained from pairs of ␤-cells within a
microdissected islet (11).
Voltage Dependence

lated for these transitions corresponds to the main unitary
conductance of the channels, since chemical gating facilitates
transitions from the main to the closed state (7). Although
transjunctional voltage has been shown to facilitate the transitions from the main ␥j to the residual state (29, 34, 51), we do
not expect to observe a substantial number of Vj-dependent
transitions, since our recordings were performed at ⫾50 mV, a
value much lower than their calculated Vo (see below). After
application of 1 mM halothane, we were able to calculate a ␥j
from 5 to 10 pS (mean of 5.1 pS). This value is similar,
although within the lower range, to the ones reported for the
main ␥j in N2A (44) and HeLa (46) cells transfected with
Cx36. This similarity supports the idea that functional gap
junction channels in ␤-cells are mainly formed with Cx36. This
␥j is within the smallest range reported for any other gap
junction channel. Considering a Vo of ⫾85 mV, the open
probability of gap junction channel recordings at Vj of ⫾50 mV
should be around its maximum. From the mean gj and ␥j
reported here, it is expected that ⬃60 gap junction channels
interconnected isolated ␤-cell pairs. This estimated number is
AJP-Endocrinol Metab • VOL
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Fig. 5. Quinine uncouples N2A cells expressing Cx50 but does not reduce
junctional currents between freshly isolated ␤-cell pairs. A: membrane currents
from a dual voltage-clamped isolated pair of N2A cells transfected with Cx50
recorded during the application of a sustained hyperpolarizing voltage step
(⫺30 mV) shown at bottom. Two unitary current levels are clearly observed at
the beginning of the pulse (O1 and O2). Currents were filtered at 600 Hz. B:
during the application of 1 mM quinine (black line), unitary junctional currents
rapidly decreased. Currents were filtered at 200 Hz. In contrast, junctional
currents between isolated ␤-cell pairs (C) were similar before and 5 min after
application of 1 mM quinine to the bath solution.

The present study also provides evidence for a weak voltage
dependence in three out of seven freshly isolated ␤-cell pairs
where high membrane input conductance allowed its study
with a slow ramp protocol (1–2 mV/s: 50 –100 s). We have
found that the gating by transjunctional voltage of ␤-cell gap
junction channels is quite restricted to values larger than ⫾60
mV with a Vo close to ⫾85 mV. This Vo value is similar to the
one found for Cx36 channels recorded in expression cell
systems (1, 44, 46), which is one of the connexins less sensitive
to voltage so far characterized. Thus functional properties of
␤-cell gap junction channels reported here (Fig. 1) are consistent with molecular data previously reported (20, 40; shown
here also), which indicates that Cx36 is a major molecular
component of their gap junctions. Nonetheless, not all cell
pairs rendered the same voltage sensitivity. In four out of seven
cell pairs, gj was not significantly voltage dependent. It is
unlikely that differences in voltage dependence resulted from
recordings of cell pairs from distinct endocrine cell types,
considering that cell preparations were highly enriched in
␤-cells (⬃90%) and that Gj-Vj recordings were symmetric. A
possible factor that may have interfered with the detection of
voltage sensitivity is the high series resistance associated with
the recording electrodes (49); nonetheless, this is unlikely,
since patch micropipettes with resistances not larger than 5
M⍀ were used, electrode series resistance was electronically
compensated (HEKA), and the mean gj values from cell pairs
recorded was ⬃350 pS independently of their sensitivity to
voltage. Finally, in the present study, it is also unlikely that a
slow voltage dependence was kinetically missed, since the
voltage ramp protocol applied was slower than the time constant of gj inactivation already described for Cx36 channels (1,
44, 46). Thus differences in Gj voltage sensitivity suggest that
there is heterogeneity in the molecular composition of gap
junction channels expressed between ␤-cells (see below).
Glucose (11–22 mM) induces in ␤-cells a pattern of electrical activity constituted by a slow and a fast component. The
slow component is formed by regular membrane potential
oscillations from a silent (⫺55 mV) to an active (⫺45 mV)
phase. The fast component involves bursts of voltage-dependent Ca2⫹ and K⫹ spikes generated during the active phase.
Spike amplitude (30 –10 mV) decreases along the active phase,
and the membrane potential does not surpass 0 mV (2, 3, 4).
Although voltage changes induced by glucose are very dynamic, it is not expected that they modulate gj in ␤-cells. Slow
oscillations of membrane potential are known to occur synchronous and in phase in most cells within microdissected (26)
and in vivo (13) islets. The synchronous shift in voltage from
the silent to the active phase (⬃10 –12 mV) of ␤-cells within an
islet will not affect their electrical coupling, since their gap
junction channels do not show membrane potential voltage
dependence, as we have previously demonstrated (35). Transient transjunctional voltages are expected to occur between
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␤-cells because of desynchronization of their burst of spikes,
particularly during the second half of the active phase (26).
However, their expected amplitude is low (voltage ⫽ 30 –10
mV, see above) compared with the large Vo ⫾85 mV reported
here for ␤-cell pair gap junction channels. Therefore, the effect
of transjunctional voltage on gj is expected to be negligible.
Sensitivity to Quinine

Biophysical Properties of Gap Junction Channels Recorded
in ␤-Cells Are Similar Although Not Identical to Those
Described for Cx36 Channels
The data presented here show that some gap junction channels in ␤-cells had very similar ␥j and Vo to those described for
Cx36 channels in mammalian expression cell systems. However, gj recordings in some cell pairs showed no voltage
dependence. Moreover, gj in all cell pairs recorded was insensitive to quinine, indicating that the properties of their gap
junction channels do not exactly replicate those of Cx36. These
findings suggest that the gap junctions in ␤-cells are not
molecularly identical to Cx36. The following three cell mechanisms may account for these differences.
The first is expression of distinct transcripts of Cx36 in
different mammalian cell types. Although it has not yet been
described for any of the cells known to express Cx36, it is
possible, since the Cx36 coding sequence is contained in two
exons separated by an intron (52). ␤-Cell gj insensitivity to
quinine may result by this cell mechanism. However, heterogeneity in the Vj-Gj was recorded. Thus, if ␤-cells express only
one connexin, the expression of two distinct Cx36 transcripts
in ␤-cells should be considered. To our knowledge, the expression of more than one connexin or protein transcript subtype in
a single cell type has not been documented, making this cell
mechanism a less probable one.
Second, differential posttranslational modification of Cx36
in some ␤-cell pairs may also explain differences. Connexins
are known to be phosphoproteins (19), and phosphorylation is
known to modify ␥j of gap junction channels (18, 30). Although in bovine retina Cx36 has not been found to be
phosphorylated (41), it is known that connexin phosphorylation is cell and species specific (18). In addition, hemichannel
activity of perch Cx35, which is an ortholog of Cx36, is
reduced by an analog of cAMP. The phosphorylation consensus sequence responsible for this modulation is also present in
Cx36 (27). A differential degree of Cx36 phosphorylation,
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The low ␥j and the weak voltage dependence reported here
in isolated pairs of ␤-cells suggested that Cx36 is intercommunicating these cells, and this prompted us to test for quinine
effects on gj. According to our data, gj between ␤-cells is not
sensitive to quinine at doses of 1 mM in cell pairs where
chemical gating was readily induced by 1 mM halothane.
Uncoupling of N2A Cx50 transfected cells (Fig. 5) demonstrates that 1 mM quinine was effective to reduce the gj of
junctions formed by channels sensitive to this drug. Lower
concentrations of quinine have been found to be required to
uncouple Cx50 (EC50 ⫽ 75 M), and even lesser ones were
required to close Cx36 (EC50 ⫽ 35 M) gap junction channels
expressed in mammalian cell lines (43). Thus the lack of
sensitivity of gj to quinine also suggests a molecular difference
between ␤-cell and Cx36 gap junction channels.

depending on ␤-cell localization within an islet, may occur in
vivo. Peripheral ␤-cells are more exposed to paracrine stimulation induced by molecules released by other endocrine cell
types than the inner localized ones (see Introduction), which
may allow for Vj-Gj heterogeneity. Finally, interaction of Cx36
with other possible connexins expressed in ␤-cells (see below)
may induce the appearance of phosphorylated forms with
slower electrophoretic mobilities, since it occurs with Cx43
when combined with Cx45 (53)
A third possible mechanism that may account for differences
found between N2A Cx36 and ␤-cell channels is the expression of heteromeric channels formed with Cx36 and other
connexins possibly expressed by ␤-cells. Most cells studied up
to now express more than one connexin. In homomeric gap
junction channels, connexins are formed by only one connexin
isotype (30, 51), whereas, in heterotypic channels, each connexin is formed by a different connexin isotype as shown by
recordings of gj from isolated pairs of amphibian and mammalian cell systems where controlled expression of specific
connexins was performed (28, 45). In addition, different connexin isotypes expressed in the same cell are capable of
forming heteromeric connexins with specific permeability to
fluorescent molecules and varied responses to second messengers, as indicated by experiments of coimmunoprecipitation (5,
21). Further evidence for the presence of heteromeric intercellular channels and for the demonstration that their gating
properties depend on their specific connexin molecular composition came from recordings from native cells that express
more than one connexin subtype (12). Considerable effort has
been made to molecularly identify connexins expressed in
␤-cells (see Introduction). However, because of the small size
of ␤-cell gap junctions (17, 25) and the large number of gap
junction proteins cloned, whether Cx36 is coexpressed with
other connexin(s) is still an open question (see Introduction).
The heterogeneity in the Gj-Vj here reported in ␤-cells is a
sensitive parameter that provides evidence to support this latter
possibility. As mentioned before (see Introduction), experiments using islets from different types of mice with connexins
embedded with LacZ reporter genes have not ruled out the
possibility that Cx43, Cx45, or both connexins are expressed in
␤-cells (47). By comparing Vo and ␥j obtained from our gj
recordings, we excluded the possibility that Cx43 or Cx45
formed homomeric channels in gap junctions between isolated
␤-cell pairs. However, our data do not exclude the possibility
that these connexins might be coexpressed in a heteromeric
configuration with Cx36. Besides them, other gap junction
proteins from the ones already investigated may be coexpressed with Cx36 in ␤-cells. In any case, the steady-state
Gj-Vj relationship was symmetrical independently that junctions between ␤-cell pairs exhibited or not voltage dependence.
Thus, if another connexin is expressed in ␤-cells, it likely
oligomerizes with Cx36 in a heteromeric configuration.
The consequences of heteromeric connexin formation on
biophysical properties of gap junction channels are only beginning to emerge. With regard to ␥j in mammalian systems
where Cx45 and Cx43 (53), or Cx43 and Cx40 (10), have been
coexpressed, it has been observed that the resulting heteromeric channels exhibit reduced unitary conductances. Few data
are available addressing the impact of heteromeric channel
formation on voltage dependence (10) and drug sensitivity
properties (21). Nonetheless, evidence exists that formation of
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heteromeric combinations changes the gating properties induced by voltage (53), pH (14), and phosphorylation (21).
Taking this into account, ␤-cells might express heteromeric
connexins made of Cx36 and other connexin(s), and this may
be contributing to the weaker and heterogeneous transjunctional voltage dependence of their gj recordings compared with
that recorded for homomeric Cx36 channels in expression cell
systems. Heteromeric channel formation may also explain
differences in quinine sensitivity.
In summary, although the electrophysiological data presented here are consistent with the notion that Cx36 is a major
molecular component of functional gap junction channels in
freshly isolated mouse ␤-cells, their channel properties are not
identical to those observed for this connexin expressed in
mammalian cell systems. The cellular mechanism(s) underlying these differences remains to be investigated. Overall, unambiguous recordings of unitary gap junction currents presented here might have significant implications in the understanding of the physiological role of gap junctions in ␤-cell
function.
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